The AIG Advantage

Cut through the crowded insurance marketplace and get what you need with this guide to Why AIG:

- Connecting you with world-class Accident & Health (A&H) Specialty Markets leadership
- Highlighting AIG A&H Specialty Markets’ key areas of differentiated value
- Providing examples of AIG A&H Specialty Markets’ advantages working for brokers and clients
- Showcasing why we have an industry leading A&H Specialty Markets position in the marketplace
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Unique Market Partner

- Draws on 50+ years of pioneering A&H experience to underwrite traditional and non-traditional client accounts.
- Leverages a stable market presence and significant capacity to design responsive forward-thinking solutions to address clients’ new and emerging risks in the A&H space.
- Provides our clients unity of service: 24/7 travel emergency capabilities for medical, security and travel assistance embedded with the insurance benefits.

Innovative Solutions

- Integrates a wealth of historical knowledge and expertise—data and analysis, policy language, and regulatory compliance—to write high-quality policies with durable lifecycles.
- Employs seasoned, dedicated underwriters to provide coverages that address clients’ traditional and unique hard-to-place risks.
- Provides innovative solutions for a breadth of clients including K-12 schools, higher education, amateur sports, camps, entertainment, civic, charitable, and faith-based organizations.

Holistic Platform

- Coordinates across underwriting, claims, and global travel assistance supporting a holistic global solution.
- Offers clients access to 24/7 global service centers for medical assistance, security assistance, worldwide information, concierge services and more.
- Employs dedicated customer service and claims professionals to handle clients’ simple and complex claims.

WHY IS THIS IMPORTANT?

Vast expertise and unique solutions help clients cover members through an easily administered A&H program.

WHY IS THIS IMPORTANT?

Subject matter expertise enables creative, flexible coverage solutions.

WHY IS THIS IMPORTANT?

Holistic approach simplifies the insurance process and helps support clients worldwide.

Learn more: www.aig.com/specialty
AIG offers Specialty Accident & Health Insurance coverage solutions to help address the inherent risk of injuries that may come about during various activities. Our coverage provides valuable benefits for groups such as schools, daycare facilities, youth groups, sports teams, recreational associations, community service organizations, and organizations that utilize volunteers. It provides insurance protection when participating in sponsored activities or events, and/or while traveling.

- Providing coverage for members of organizations participating in policyholder sponsored and supervised activities or traveling abroad.
- Coverage extends to include travel to/from sponsored activities that can help fill gaps in medical plans when traveling internationally.
- 24/7 Travel Assistance, including: medical assistance, security assistance, worldwide information, concierge services and identity theft assistance (where available).
- Accident insurance can complement an organization’s general liability policy by filling in gaps that may exist, and/or by offering broader limits.